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(54) Sunvisor for vehicles

(57) A sunvisor with for a vehicle, comprising a sun-
visor body (1) comprising a front surface and a rear sur-
face, a hinging arrangement for hinging the sunvisor body
(1) to a roof structure (4) of a vehicle body, the hinging
arrangement comprising a hook member (5) located
above an upper side portion of the sunvisor body (1), an

upper rod (8) unrotatably connected to the sunvisor body
(1), a detent member (7) rotatably coupled to a lateral
end portion (8a) of the upper rod (8) outside the sunvisor
body and to the roof structure (4) and includes pivot
means to swing the sunvisor body (1) between a first
screening position and a second screening position.
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Description

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0001] The present invention relates to interior tiltable
sunvisors for vehicles such as cars, lorries, vans and
buses, and is especially useful for an interior tiltable sun-
visor with an illuminatable vanity mirror which may swing
between a first screening position where it faces a wind-
shield of the vehicle, and a second screening position,
where it faces a side window of the vehicle.

PRIOR ART TO THE INVENTION

[0002] Sunvisors are devices used in vehicles to pro-
vide front window and, in some cases, side window
screening against sunlight Such sunvisors are pivotal
about a longitudinal axis between an inoperative position
where it is folded towards the headliner and at least a
first screening position where the sunvisor is deployed
such that it extends angularly from the headliner and its
front surface faces the windshield. Most sunvisors can
also be unlocked from a roof structure mounted clip or
D-ring and pivoted to the side window about a support
arm attached to the vehicle roof structure. A biasing
means such as a detent member is typically mounted
within the visor body to prevent movement and noise
when the sunvisor is in the inoperative position.
[0003] Over the years, a number enhancements or fea-
tures have been included in sunvisors to increase their
versatility as well as to add other convenience factors to
the vehicle occupants. A common feature is a vanity mir-
ror with or without a cover (pivotal or sliding) and with or
without an illumination means which is mounted in a rear
surface of the sunvisor, typically the surface facing the
headliner when the sunvisor is in the inoperative position.
The sunvisor need only be pivoted to the first screening
position to allow use of the mirror. Another feature is the
telescopic extension of the entire sunvisor along the lon-
gitudinal axis of the support arm to enable the sunvisor
to be repositioned laterally across the windshield or the
side window to block sun light entry in a particular direc-
tion for an occupant of the vehicle.
[0004] A typical sunvisor for a vehicle, comprises a
sunvisor body comprising a front surface and a rear sur-
face; a hinging arrangement for hinging the sunvisor body
to a roof structure of a vehicle such that the sunvisor body
is tiltable about an upper horizontal axis between a at
least a first screening position where said front surface
faces an upper portion of the windshield and an inoper-
ative position where said sunvisor body is upwardly fold-
ed and the rear surface thereof is facing the headliner,
the hinging arrangement comprising a hook member or
check retainer in which a rod-shaped lateral extension
of the sunvisor body can be detachably engaged, an up-
per rod unrotatably connected to the sunvisor body and
comprising a lateral end portion that laterally protrudes
from a side portion of the sunvisor body which is opposite

to said rod-shaped lateral extension; a detent member
rotatably coupled to the upper rod and designed to se-
lectively retain the sunvisor body in said first screening
and in said inoperative positions; and pivot means con-
nected to the lateral end portion of the upper rod and
fastened to the roof structure to swing the sunvisor body
against a resistance exerted against pivoting by a braking
arrangement, between the first screening position where
the sunvisor body is hooked in the hook member to a
second screening position where the rear surface of the
sunvisor body is adjacent to an upper portion of a side
window. The detent member is arranged inside the sun-
visor body.
[0005] At present, there is a tendency according to
which sunvisor bodies must be made as thin as possible
to increase the upper free space what is an increasingly
critical design demand for vehicles.
[0006] Thus, car manufacturers more and more re-
quire sunvisor bodies to have a thickness of 15 mm or
less instead of the usual 20 mm thickness. A standard
detent member has a thickness of up to 12 mm, a stand-
ard vanity pack i.e. the vanity mirror, the cover, the illu-
mination means, the electric connections may have a
whole thickness of 10-12 mm when integrating the fixing
interfaces, and a standard cover has a thickness of up
to 2 mm per side. Thus, it is rather difficult to achieve a
thickness of less than 15 mm for a sunvisor body using
standard components only in a standard structure, more-
over when the sunvisor is to comprise the vanity pack
and/or other functionalities.

DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

[0007] The present invention is intended to overcome
the above described drawbacks by means of a sunvisor
for a vehicle, comprising
a sunvisor body comprising a front surface and a rear
surface;
a hinging arrangement for hinging the sunvisor body to
a roof structure of a vehicle body such that the sunvisor
body is tiltable about an upper horizontal axis between
a first screening position where said front surface faces
an upper portion of a windshield and an inoperative po-
sition where said rear surface is upwardly folded to face
the roof structure, the hinging arrangement comprising
a hook member in which a rod-shaped lateral extension
of the sunvisor body can be detachably engaged when
the sunvisor is in the first screening position and in said
inoperative position, an upper rod unrotatably connected
to the sunvisor body and comprising a lateral end portion
that laterally protrudes from a side portion of the sunvisor
body which is opposite to said rod-shaped lateral exten-
sion, and a detent member rotatably coupled to the upper
rod and designed to selectively retain the sunvisor body
in at least said inoperative position and in said first
screening position;
pivot means connected to the lateral end portion of the
upper rod and fastened to the roof structure to swing the
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sunvisor body against a resistance exerted against piv-
oting by a braking arrangement, between the first screen-
ing position where the sunvisor body is hooked in the
hook member to a second screening position where a
rear portion of the sunvisor body is adjacent to an upper
portion of a side window;
wherein
the detent member is coupled to the lateral end portion
of the rod and located outside the sunvisor body, and the
pivot means are integrated in the detent member.
[0008] In an embodiment of the invention, the lateral
end portion of the rod comprises an engagement portion,
and the detent member comprises a detent clip compris-
ing an enveloping portion and two wing portions emerg-
ing from the enveloping portion, and a housing with an
inner hollow for accommodating the detent clip.
[0009] The enveloping portion tightly embraces a pe-
ripheral portion of the engagement portion, whilst the
housing is pivotally coupled to a foot member that is fix-
edly fastenable to the roof structure and comprises two
axially-opposed throughholes for rotatably bearing the
engagement portion. Retaining means are provided at
the housing to couple the wing portions of the detent clip.
[0010] The retaining means may comprise a central
crossbar arranged within an upper portion of the inner
hollow of the housing above and parallel to the lateral
end portion of the rod and locking elements for locking
upper portions of the wing portions to the crossbar.
[0011] According to this embodiment, the engagement
portion and the enveloping portion are rotatably coupled
to each other in such a manner that a friction torque is
opposed against rotation of the rod when the sunvisor
body is tilted between said screening and said inopera-
tive positions.
[0012] The lateral end portion of the rod may have a
cylindrical shape and comprise a free end. The engage-
ment portion may comprise a recessed flat area. The
engagement portion may be overmoulded with a sleeve
member of a technical plastic material having an elevate
toughness. This sleeve member comprises a further re-
cessed flat area located over at least a portion of the
recessed flat area on the lateral end portion of the rod,
so that the enveloping portion of the clip thus tightly em-
braces the peripheral portion of the engagement portion
via the sleeve member.
[0013] The foot member may comprise a base plate
with a circular opening and a cylindrical upper body por-
tion comprising a cylindrical hollow which is aligned with
the circular opening to form a cylindrical passage. In this
case, at least an upper portion of the housing has a cy-
lindrical shape dimensioned to fit snugly and pivotally
within said cylindrical passage, and the housing compris-
es an upper base provided with at least two clipping mem-
bers which are slidably retained on an upper rim portion
of the cylindrical upper body portion of the foot member,
whilst the braking arrangement comprises a spiral spring
member with two edges tightly fixed to the foot member
and wound around a peripheral portion of the cylindrical

upper body portion of the foot member, such that a friction
torque between the detent member and the spiral spring
member must be overcome to pivot the sunvisor body
from said first screening position to said second screen-
ing position.
[0014] In a preferred embodiment of the invention, the
sunvisor also comprises a vanity mirror mounted behind
said rear surface of the sunvisor body, the rear surface
comprising an opening through which the vanity mirror
is at least partially visible, and a cover mounted to the
sunvisor body, the cover being movable between a
closed position where it covers said opening in the rear
surface of the sunvisor body and an opened position
where it does not cover said opening. An illumination
system comprising at least one lighting member, that for
example may be selected from incandescent bulbs and
LED devices, and arranged within the sunvisor body, is
included to provide illumination to the vanity mirror. The
illumination system is connected to a power output of the
vehicle by means of an electric connection arrangement
which comprises switching means comprising an actua-
tor member and designed to switch off electric power
supply to the illumination system at least when said cover
is in its closed position, and a first electric output contact
and a second electric output contact integrated in the
hook member, a first electric input contact and a second
electric input contact located both on said rod shaped
lateral extension such that, when the rod shaped lateral
extension is held by said hook member, said output con-
tacts respectively contact said input contacts to provide
the electric power supply to the illumination system.
[0015] A transparent light diffusing member may be
fixed between the vanity mirror and the lighting member.
[0016] The sunvisor body may be connected to the up-
per rod such that, at least when the rod-shaped lateral
extension is unhooked from the hook member, it is axially
slidable on the upper rod between a nearer position
where the sunvisor body is closer to the detent member
and a farther position where the sunvisor body is most
distanced from the detent member. This function is some-
times called as "Slip-On-Rod Function" and allows dis-
placing the sunvisor body between said nearer and far-
ther positions when the sunvisor is in its second screen-
ing position such that the occupant of the vehicle may
move the sunvisor body along the side window.
[0017] The electric connection arrangement may com-
prise a first connection path that connects the first input
contact and the lighting member, and a second connec-
tion path that connects the second input contact with the
lighting member. In this case, the switching means are
operatively interconnected in at least one of the connec-
tions paths between the input contact and the lighting
member.
[0018] Pursuant to an embodiment of the invention,
the sunvisor body may comprise an inner support board,
and the rear surface of the sunvisor body may be a rear
portion of a rear shell affixed to the support board. The
front surface of the sunvisor body may be a front portion
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of a front shell, such that the support board is sandwiched
between the rear shell and the front shell. Preferably, the
rod-shaped lateral extension protrudes laterally from the
support board, in which case the lateral extension may
be a frame-like portion comprised of two horizontal arms
the upper of which is the rod-shaped lateral extension,
and which are connected to each other by means of a
connecting arm. The vanity mirror and the connections
paths may be affixed to rear side portions of the support
board, According to this embodiment the cover may be
a lid hinged to the sunvisor body, and the sunvisor body
is connected to the upper rod by this support board. The
lid may be hinged to the rear shell. The lid may as well
be a sliding lid with the same functions, opening and clos-
ing the electric circuit when sliding between its open and
its closed positions.
[0019] Preferably, at least one connection path may
comprise an input path section having one end portion
connected to the second input contact and an opposite
free end portion, and a second input path section having
an end portion connected to the lighting member and an
opposite free end portion. One free end portion is a fixed
contact and the other free end portion is a moving contact
such as for example an elastically flexible blade portion
that overlaps the other free end portion at a distance
when the cover is the closed position, whilst the actuator
member is an actuating portion of the cover designed to
push the moving contact against the fixed contact when
the cover is opened. The actuating portion may be a rim
portion of the lid hinged to the sunvisor body in such a
manner that the rim portion is pressed against the flexible
blade portion plate when the cover is opened. One or,
preferably, each of the connections paths, is at least par-
tially, and preferably completely comprised of an electri-
cal blade or track affixed to the support board.
[0020] The hook member may be comprised of a main
body which is fastenable to the roof structure of the ve-
hicle body and a hook portion for holding the rod shaped
lateral extension of the sunvisor body. In this case, the
electric input contacts are metal strips, and the output
contacts are mounted to the main body such that they
contact the metal strips when the rod-shaped lateral ex-
tension of the sunvisor body is held in the hook member.
The output contacts may be mounted to the main body
in a resiliently retractile manner, for example with the aid
of compressible spring members.
[0021] As apparent, the present invention provides a
structure allowing a very thin sunvisor body even when
high range functions and elements such as frontal and
lateral screening, a flipping lid, an illuminated vanity mir-
ror and the above described Slip-On-Rod Function are
integrated into the sunvisor without increasing the thick-
ness of the sunvisor.
[0022] The interface with the roof structure and head-
liner is basically the same as that of already existing sun-
visors, to that the present invention is easily implementa-
ble in present vehicle manufacturing plants.
[0023] The term "comprises" and its derivations (such

as "comprising", etc.) as used herein should not be un-
derstood in an excluding sense, that is, these terms
should not be interpreted as excluding the possibility that
what is described and defined may include further ele-
ments, steps, etc.
[0024] On the other hand, the invention is obviously
not limited to the specific embodiment(s) described here-
in, but also encompasses any variations that may be con-
sidered by any person skilled in the art (for example, as
regards the choice of materials, dimensions, compo-
nents, configuration, etc.), within the general scope of
the invention as defined in the claims.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0025] To complete the description and in order to pro-
vide for a better understanding of the invention, a set of
drawings is provided. Said drawings form an integral part
of the description and illustrate an embodiment of the
invention, which should not be interpreted as restricting
the scope of the invention, but just as an example of how
the invention can be carried out. The drawings comprise
the following figures:

Figure 1 is a rear perspective view of an embodiment
of a sunvisor in its inoperative position.
Figure 2 is a rear perspective view of the sunvisor
shown in figure 1 tilted to its operative first screening
position to face a windshield of a car.
Figure 3 is a rear perspective view of the sunvisor
shown in figure 2 with its lid of the mirror opened.
Figure 4 is a rear perspective view of the sunvisor
shown in figure 2 swung to its second screening po-
sition o face a side or lateral window of the car, and
where the sunvisor body is closest to the detent
member.
Figure 5 is a rear perspective view of the sunvisor
shown in figure 2 in the second screening position
and where the sunvisor body is most distanced from
the detent member (Slip on Rod).
Figure 6 is a rear perspective view of an embodiment
of a support board and the connections thereof to
the hook member and the detent member.
Figure 7 is a rear perspective view of the hook mem-
ber shown in figure 6.
Figure 8 is an enlarged partial rear perspective view
of the support board shown in figure 6.
Figure 9 is a rear perspective view of an embodiment
of a lateral end portion of the rod for connection of
the sunvisor body to the detent member.
Figure 10 shows the lateral end portion of figure 10
partially overmoulded with a sleeve member of tech-
nical plastic.
Figure 11 shows the sleeve member overmoulded
over the lateral end portion of figure 9 and a thereon
placed detent clip.
Figure 12 is a bottom perspective view showing a
cylindrical housing in which the lateral end portion
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overmoulded with the sleeve member, and the de-
tent clip of figure 11 have been mounted.
Figure 13 is a bottom perspective view of the cylin-
drical housing shown in figure 12.
Figure 14 is a bottom perspective view of arrange-
ment shown in figure 12 pivotally clipped to a fixed
foot member which is in turn affixed to a portion of
the roof structure of the car body.
Figure 15 is a top perspective view of the arrange-
ment shown in figure 14 where the lower portion of
the cylindrical housing is protected by a cap.
Figure 16 is a bottom perspective view of the ar-
rangement shown in figure 15.
Figure 17 is a front view of an embodiment of the
rear shell of the sunvisor body shown in figure 2.
Figure 18 shows the rear shell of figure 17 with its
cover opened.

[0026] These figures include reference numerals that
refer to the following elements:

1 sunvisor body
1a opening
1b rear shell
1c front shell
1d first recess
1e second recess
2 vanity mirror
3 cover
4 roof structure
5 hook member
5a main body
5b hook portion
6 rod-shaped lateral extension
7 detent member
7a detent clip
7b enveloping portion
7c wing portions
7d housing
7e inner hollow
7f axially-opposed throughholes
7g foot member
7h lateral window
7i sleeve member
7j further recessed flat area
7k base plate
7l circular opening
7m cylindrical upper body portion
7n cap
7o clipping members
7p upper rim portion
7q spiral spring member
7r central crossbar
7s locking elements
8 upper rod
8a lateral end portion
8b engagement portion
8c recessed flat area

8d free end
9a lighting member
9b transparent light diffusing member
10 actuator member
11a first electric output contact
11b second electric output contact
11c first electric input contact
11d second electric input contact
11e first connection path
11f second connection path
11g input path section
11h free end portion
11i second input path section
11j free end portion
12 inner support board
12a frame structure
12b, 12b’ sliding guide
12c first arm member
12d second arm member
12e connection arm
12f apertures
12g snap member
13 spiral spring

EMBODIMENTS OF THE INVENTION

[0027] Figures 1- 5 show an embodiment of the sun-
visor in accordance with the present invention in various
positions.
[0028] As apparent, the sunvisor comprises a sunvisor
body -1- comprising a front surface and a rear surface,
a hinging arrangement for hinging the sunvisor body -1-
to a roof structure -4- of a vehicle body (not shown), such
that the sunvisor body -1- can be tilted about an upper
horizontal axis between a first screening position (fig. 2)
where the front surface faces an upper portion of a front
window and an inoperative position (fig. 1) where the rear
surface is upwardly folded to face the roof structure -4-,
a detent member -7- that includes pivot means, a vanity
mirror -2- mounted behind the rear surface of the sunvisor
body -1-, and a cover -3-, particularly a lid hinged to the
sunvisor body -1-. The rear surface of the sunvisor body
comprises an opening -1a- through which the vanity mir-
ror -2- is partially visible, and the lid -3- is movable be-
tween a closed position (fig. 2) where it covers the mirror
2 of the sunvisor body -1- and an opened position (fig.
3) where it does not cover the mirror 2. The rear surface
of the sunvisor body -1- is a rear portion of a rear shell
-1b- and the front surface of the visor body -1- is a front
portion of a front shell -1c-. The hinging arrangement
comprises a hook member -5- and the detent member -7-.
[0029] The hook member -5- is located above a first
recess -1 d- of an upper side portion of the sunvisor body
-1- and in which a rod-shaped lateral extension -6- of the
sunvisor body -1- is detachably engaged, an upper rod
-8- unrotatably connected to the sunvisor body -1- and
comprising a lateral end portion -8a- that laterally pro-
trudes from a side portion of the sunvisor body -1- which
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is opposite to said rod shaped lateral extension -6-.
[0030] The detent member -7- is rotatably coupled to
a lateral end portion -8a- of the rod -8- and located outside
the sunvisor body -1- above a second recess -1e- thereof,
and the pivot means integrated in the detent member -7-,
allow the sunvisor body to swing the against a resistance
exerted against pivoting by a braking arrangement, be-
tween the first screening position (fig. 2) where the sun-
visor body -1- is hooked in the hook member -5- to a
second screening position (fig. 4) where a rear portion
of the sunvisor body -1- is adjacent to an upper portion
of a side window;
[0031] The sunvisor body -1- is connected to the upper
rod -8- such that, at least when the lateral extension -6-
is unhooked from the hook member -5- it is axially slidable
on the upper rod -8- between a nearest position (fig. 4)
where the sunvisor body -1- is closest to the detent mem-
ber -7- and a farthest position (fig. 5) where the sunvisor
body -1- is most distanced from the detent member -7-.
As mentioned above, this sliding function is known as
"Slip-On-Rod Function" which allows the occupant of the
vehicle to move the sunvisor body along the side window.
[0032] Figures 9 to 16 show an embodiment of the de-
tent member -7- that includes the pivot means, according
to which the detent member -7- comprises a detent clip
-7a- comprising en enveloping portion -7b- and two wing
portions -7c- emerging from the enveloping portion -7b-,
and a cylindrical housing -7d- with an inner hollow -7e-
for accommodating the detent clip -7a-.
[0033] The pivot means comprise the housing -7d- and
a foot member -7g- to which the housing is pivotally cou-
pled: The foot member -7g-t is fixedly fastenable to the
roof structure -4- and comprises two axially-opposed
throughholes -7f- for rotatably bearing the engagement
portion -8b-, and retaining means to which the wing por-
tions -7c- of the detent clip -7a- are coupled. The upper
wall portion of the housing -7d- is provided with diamet-
rically opposed lateral windows -7h-
[0034] The enveloping portion -7b- tightly embraces a
peripheral portion of an engagement portion -8b- com-
prised at the lateral end portion -8a- of the rod -8-, and
engagement portion -8b- and the enveloping portion -7b-
are rotatably coupled to each other in such a manner that
a friction torque is opposed against rotation of the rod -8-
when the sunvisor body is tilted between the operative
and the inoperative positions. In the embodiment shown
this is particularly achieved in the following manner:
[0035] The lateral end portion -8a- of the rod -8- has a
cylindrical shape and comprises a free end -8d- and the
engagement portion -8b- comprises a recessed flat area
-8c-, and may be overmoulded with a sleeve member -7i-
of a technical plastic material having an elevate tough-
ness. The sleeve member -7i- comprises a further re-
cessed flat area -7j- located over at least a portion of the
recessed flat area -8c- on the lateral end portion of the
rod -8-, such that the enveloping portion -7b- of the detent
clip -7a- tightly embraces the peripheral portion of the
engagement portion -8b- via the sleeve member -7i-.

[0036] The retaining means to which the wing portions
-7c- of the detent clip -7a- are coupled, comprise a central
crossbar -7r- arranged within an upper portion of the inner
hollow -7e- of the housing -7d- above and parallel to the
lateral end portion -8a- of the rod -8-, and locking ele-
ments -7s- for locking upper portions of the wing portions
-7c- to the crossbar -7r-. The above mentioned lateral
windows -7h- provide access for locking the upper por-
tions of the wing portions -7c- to the crossbar -7r-.
[0037] The foot member -7g- comprises a base plate
-7k- with a circular opening -7l- and a cylindrical upper
body portion -7m- comprising a cylindrical hollow which
is aligned with the circular opening -7l- to form a cylindri-
cal passage. The upper portion of the cylindrical housing
-7d- is dimensioned to fit snugly and pivotally within the
cylindrical passage. The upper base of the housing -7d-
is provided with two diametrically opposed clipping mem-
bers -7o- which are slidably retained on an upper rim
portion -7p- of the cylindrical upper body portion -7m- of
the foot member -7g-. The lower portion of the housing
-7- is protected by a cup-shaped cap -7n- (figs. 15, 16).
[0038] The braking arrangement providing the resist-
ance exerted against pivoting comprises a spiral spring
member -7q- with two edges tightly fixed to the foot mem-
ber - 7g- and wound around a peripheral portion of the
cylindrical upper body portion -7m- of the foot member
-7g-, such that a friction torque between the detent mem-
ber (7) and the spiral spring member (7q) must be over-
come to pivot the sunvisor body -1- from the first screen-
ing position to the second screening position.
[0039] Figures 6 to 8 show an embodiment of the inner
structure of the sunvisor body, according to which the
sunvisor body -1- comprises an inner support board -12-
made of a material such as technical plastic and which
is sandwiched between above mentioned rear shell -1b-
and front shell -1c-. The vanity mirror -5-, an illumination
system and an electric connection arrangement compris-
ing connections paths -11e, 11f- are mounted to rear side
portions of the inner support board -12-. Further, the inner
support board -12-, comprises two sliding guides -12b,
12b’- by which the sunvisor body -1- is unrotatably and
slidingly connected to the upper rod -8-, and a lateral
frame structure -12a- laterally emerging from one side of
the inner support board -12-. The first sliding guide -12b-
emerges from an upper side portion of the inner support
board -12- next to the detent member -7-, whilst the sec-
ond sliding guide -12b’- emerges from an upper middle
portion of the inner support board -12-.
[0040] The upper rod -8- comprises a cylindrical por-
tion including the lateral end portion -8a- and a flattened
portion. The sliding guides -12b, 12b’- are slidingly ar-
ranged on the flattened portion of the upper rod -8- and
have inner channels that are shaped complementarily to
the cross-sectional contour of the flattened portion.
Thereby, tilting the sunvisor body -1- makes the upper
rod -8- rotate in the detent member -7-.
[0041] A spiral spring -13- is wound tightly around a
protruding portion of the first sliding guide -12b- located
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between the sliding guides -12b, 12b’-, to oppose a fric-
tion force acting against the sliding movement, to ensure
that the sunvisor body is securely retained in the position
elected by the user and to avoid accidental slipping during
driving.
[0042] In the embodiment shown, the illumination sys-
tem comprises a lighting member -9a-, particularly an
LED device, and arranged within the sunvisor body -1-
on the inner support board -12- to provide illumination to
the vanity mirror -5-, and a transparent light diffusing
member -9b- is fixed e.g. glued between the vanity mirror
-5- and the lighting member -9a-.
[0043] The illumination system is connected to a power
output of the vehicle (not shown) by means of an electric
connection arrangement which is provided with switching
means including an actuator member -10- and designed
to switch off electric power supply to the illumination sys-
tem at least when the lid -3- is in its closed position,
[0044] This electric connection arrangement compris-
es a first electric output contact -11a- and a second elec-
tric output contact -11 b- which are both integrated in the
hook member -5-, a first electric input contact -11 c- and
a second electric input contact -11d- located both on the
rod shaped lateral extension -6- such that, when the rod
shaped lateral extension -6- is held by the hook member
-5-, the output contacts -11a, 11 b- respectively contact
the input contacts -11c, 11 d- to provide the electric power
supply to the illumination system. The electric input con-
tacts -11c, 11 d- are metal strips.
[0045] As shown in figure 7, the hook member -5- com-
prises a main body -5a- fastenable to the roof structure
-4- and a hook portion -5b- for holding the rod shaped
lateral extension -6- of the sunvisor body -1- the output
contacts -11a, 11 b- of which are mounted to the main
body -5a- such that they contact the input contacts -11c,
11 d- when the rod-shaped lateral extension -6- of the
sunvisor body -1- is engaged in the hook member -5-.
[0046] On the inner support board -12- there are ar-
ranged, a first connection path -11e- connecting the first
input contact -11c- and the lighting member -9a- and a
second connection path -11 f- that connects the second
input contact -11 d- with the lighting member -9a-. The
connections paths -11e, 11 f- are electrical blades affixed
to the support board -12- (fig. 6).
[0047] The lateral frame structure -12a- comprises a
first arm member -12c-, a second arm member -12d-,
and a connecting arm -12e-. The first arm member -12c-
comprises the rod-shaped lateral extension -6- detach-
ably engaged in the hook -5- and is axially aligned with
the upper rod -8-. The second arm member -12d- is par-
allel to the first arm member -12c-, and connection arm
-12e- connects the free ends of the first and second arms
-12c, 12d-.
[0048] A portion of the first connection path -11 e- that
is adjacent to the first electric input contact -11 c- extends
towards the inner support board -12- within the first arm
member -12c-, whilst a portion of the second connection
path -11 f- extends towards the support board -12- within

the connection arm -12d- and the connection arm -12e-.
This can be achieved, for instance, by overmoulding
techniques.
[0049] The second connection path -11f- comprises a
first input path section -11g- having one end portion con-
nected to the second input contact -11d- and an opposite
free end portion -11 h-, and a second input path section
-11 i- having an end portion connected to the lighting
member -9a- and an opposite free end portion -11j-
(fig.8).
[0050] The free end portion -11 h- of the first input path
section -11 g- comprises an elastically flexible blade por-
tion, whilst the free end portion -11j- of the second input
path section -11i- is a fixed contact. The flexible blade
portion overlaps the fixed contact at a distance when the
lid -3- is the closed position, whilst, when the lid -3- is
opened, an actuator member -10-, particularly an actu-
ating portion of upper rim of the lid -3- pushes and presses
the flexible blade portion against the fixed contact plate
to close the electric circuit so the electric power is sup-
plied to the illumination system.
[0051] As apparent from figures 17 and 18, the lid -3-
is a lid hinged to the front portion of the rear shell -1b- of
the sunvisor body -1-, and the lid is hinged to the sunvisor
body -1- in such a manner that the rim portion is pressed
against the flexible blade portion plate when the lid -3- is
opened.
[0052] Particularly, the lid comprises two lateral rear
projections -1f- each of which pivots about a hinge pin
-1g- affixed to a front portion adjacent to opening -1a- in
the rear shell -1b- (fig. 17) In the assembled state of the
sunvisor body-1-, the lateral rear portions are partially
positioned in apertures -12f- in the inner support board
-12- (fig. 8). A resilient metal snap member -12g- pro-
trudes from above into each aperture -12f-. The rear pro-
jections -1f- and the snap members -12g- are designed
to retain the lid -3- respectively in it open and in its closed
positions.

Claims

1. A sunvisor with for a vehicle, comprising
a sunvisor body (1) comprising a front surface and
a rear surface;
a hinging arrangement for hinging the sunvisor body
(1) to a roof structure (4) of a vehicle body such that
the sunvisor body (1) is tiltable about an upper hor-
izontal axis between a first screening position where
said front surface faces an upper portion of a wind-
shield and an inoperative position where said rear
surface is upwardly folded to face the roof structure
(4), the hinging arrangement comprising a hook
member (5) located above an upper side portion of
the sunvisor body (1) and in which a rod-shaped lat-
eral extension (6) of the sunvisor body (1) is detach-
ably engaged when the sunvisor is in the first screen-
ing position and in said inoperative position, an upper
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rod (8) unrotatably connected to the sunvisor body
(1) and comprising a lateral end portion (8a) that lat-
erally protrudes from a side portion of the sunvisor
body (1) which is opposite to said rod-shaped lateral
extension (6), and a detent member (7) rotatably
coupled to the upper rod (8) and designed to selec-
tively retain the sunvisor body (1) in at least said first
screening position and in said inoperative position;
pivot means connected to the lateral end portion (8a)
of the upper rod (8) and fastened to the roof structure
(4) to swing the sunvisor body (1) against a resist-
ance exerted against pivoting by a braking arrange-
ment, between the first screening position where the
sunvisor body (1) is hooked in the hook member (5)
to a second screening position where the rear sur-
face of the sunvisor body (1) is adjacent to an upper
portion of a side window;
characterized in that
the detent member (7) is coupled to the lateral end
portion (8a) of the rod (8) and located outside the
sunvisor body (1), and the pivot means are integrat-
ed in the detent member (7).

2. A sunvisor according to claim 1, characterized in
that
the lateral end portion (8a) of the rod (8) comprises
an engagement portion (8b);
the detent member (7) comprises a detent clip (7a)
comprising an enveloping portion (7b) and two wing
portions (7c) emerging from the enveloping portion
(7b), and a housing (7d) with an inner hollow (7e) for
accommodating the detent clip (7a);
the enveloping portion (7b) tightly embraces a pe-
ripheral portion of the engagement portion (8b);
the housing (7d) is pivotally coupled to a foot member
(7g) that is fixedly fastenable to the roof structure (4)
and comprises two axially-opposed throughholes
(7f) for rotatably bearing the engagement portion
(8b), and retaining means to which the wing portions
(7c) of the detent clip (7a) are coupled,
the engagement portion (8b) and the enveloping por-
tion (7b) are rotatably coupled to each other in such
a manner that a friction torque is opposed against
rotation of the rod (8) when the sunvisor body is tilted
between said first screening position and said inop-
erative position.

3. A sunvisor according to claim 2, characterized in
that
the lateral end portion (8a) of the rod (8) has a cy-
lindrical shape and comprises a free end (8d) and
the engagement portion (8b) comprises a recessed
flat area (8c).

4. A sunvisor according to claim 3, characterized in
that
the engagement portion (8b) is overmoulded with a
sleeve member (7i) of a technical plastic material

having an elevate toughness;
the sleeve member (7i) comprises a further recessed
flat area (7j) located over at least a portion of the
recessed flat area (8c) on the lateral end portion of
the rod (8);
the enveloping portion (7b) of the clip (7a) tightly em-
braces the peripheral portion of the engagement por-
tion (8b) via the sleeve member (7i).

5. A sunvisor according to claim 2, 3 or 4, charac-
terized in that
the foot member (7g) comprises a base plate (7k)
with a circular opening (7l) and a cylindrical upper
body portion (7m) comprising a cylindrical hollow
which is aligned with the circular opening (7l) to form
a cylindrical passage;
at least an upper portion of the housing (7d) has a
cylindrical shape dimensioned to fit snugly and piv-
otally within said cylindrical passage;
the housing (7d) comprises an upper base provided
with at least two clipping members (7o) which are
slidably retained on an upper rim portion (7p) of the
cylindrical upper body portion (7m) of the foot mem-
ber (7g);
said braking arrangement comprises a spiral spring
member (7q), with two edges tightly fixed to the foot
member (7g) and wound around a peripheral portion
of the cylindrical upper body portion (7m) of the foot
member (7g), such that a friction torque between the
detent member (7) and the spiral spring member (7q)
must be overcome to pivot the sunvisor body (1) from
said first screening position to said second screening
position.

6. A sunvisor according to any of claims 2 to 5, char-
acterized in that the retaining means to which the
wing portions (7c) of the detent clip (7a) are coupled,
comprise
a central crossbar (7r) arranged within an upper por-
tion of the inner hollow (7e) of the housing (7d) above
and parallel to the lateral end portion (8a) of the rod
(8);
locking elements (7s) for locking upper portions of
the wing portions (7c) to the crossbar (7r).

7. A sunvisor according to any of claims 1 to 6, char-
acterized in that the sunvisor body (1) is connected
to the upper rod (8) such that, at least when the lateral
extension (6) is unhooked from the hook member (5)
it is axially slidable on the upper rod (8) between a
nearer position where the sunvisor body (1) is closest
to the detent member (7) and a farther position where
the sunvisor body (1) is most distanced from the de-
tent member (7).

7. A sunvisor according to any of claims 1 to 7, char-
acterized in that it comprises
a vanity mirror (2) mounted behind said rear surface
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of the sunvisor body (1), the rear surface comprising
an opening (1 a) through which the vanity mirror (2)
is at least partially visible;
a cover (3) mounted to the sunvisor body (1), the
cover (3) being movable between a closed position
where it covers said opening (1 a) in the rear surface
of the sunvisor body (1) and an opened position
where it does not cover said opening (1 a);
an illumination system comprising at least one light-
ing member (9a) arranged within the sunvisor body
(1) to provide illumination to the vanity mirror (5), and
connected to a power output of the vehicle by means
of an electric connection arrangement which com-
prises switching means comprising an actuator
member (10) and designed to switch off electric pow-
er supply to the illumination system at least when
said cover (3) is in its closed position,
and in that the electric connection arrangement fur-
ther comprises a first electric output contact (11 a)
and a second electric output contact (11 b) integrated
in the hook member (5), a first electric input contact
(11c) and a second electric input contact (11d) lo-
cated both on said rod shaped lateral extension (6)
such that, when the rod shaped lateral extension (6)
is held by said hook member (5), said output contacts
(11a, 11 b) respectively contact said input contacts
(11c, 11 d) to provide the electric power supply to
the illumination system.

9. A sunvisor according to claim 8, characterized in
that
the electric connection arrangement comprises a
first connection path (11e) connecting said first input
contact (11c) and said lighting member (9a) and a
second connection path (11f) connecting said sec-
ond input contact (11d) with said lighting member
(9a);
the switching means are operatively interconnected
in at least one of the connections paths (11e, 11 f)
between the input contact (11c, 11 d) and the lighting
member (9a);
at least one connection path (11f) comprises a first
input path section (11g) having one end portion con-
nected to the second input contact (11d) and an op-
posite free end portion (11 h), and a second input
path section (11i) having an end portion connected
to the lighting member (9a) and an opposite free end
portion (11j);
one free end portion (11 h) is a fixed contact and the
other free end portion (11j) is a moving contact;
the actuator member (10) is an actuating portion of
the cover (3) designed to push said moving contact
against said fixed contact when the cover (3) is
opened.

10. A sunvisor according to claim 9, characterized
in that at least one connection path (11f) is at least
partially comprised of an electrical blade affixed to

the support board (12).

11. A sunvisor according to any of claims 7 to 10,
characterized in that the cover (3) is a tiltable lid
hinged to the sun visor body (1).

12. A sun visor according to any of claims 7 to 10,
characterized in that the cover (3) is a sliding lid
which is slidingly arranged in the sunvisor body (1).

13. A sunvisor according to any of the preceding
claims, characterized in that
the hook member (5) comprises a main body (5a)
fastenable to the roof structure (4) and a hook portion
(5b) for holding the rod shaped lateral extension (6)
of the sunvisor body (1);
said electric input contacts (11c, 11 d) are metal
strips.
said output contacts (11a, 11 b) are mounted to the
main body (5a) such that they contact the metal strips
when the rod-shaped lateral extension (6) of the sun-
visor body (1) is held in the hook member (5).

14. A sunvisor according to claim 13, characterized
in that said output contacts (11a, 11 b) are mounted
to the main body (5a) in a resiliently retractile man-
ner.
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